AUTHOR S CONTRACT)
date): «___»
_____________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________,

Author:___________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________,
on the one side, and the Federal
Autonomous Educational Institution of
named after the first President of Russia B.
represented by _____________________,
acting
on
the
basis
of
_______________________, on the other
concluded the actual contract on the
following:

1.1.

1.Subject of Contract
1.1. The Author provides Publisher, the
exclusive right, as stated Civil Code of
Russian Federation (point 2, article 1270)
and the actual contract, to use the work of

(
1.2.

Quaestio Rossica»
-

publication in Quaestio Rossica research
journal (Journal Registration Certificate PI
-56174 as of 15.11.2013, referred to
duration of validity of copyright presumed

by the current legislation of Russian
Federation.

-

1.2.
made during the editing and publication
processes, like translation to other
languages or languages, publication of
ways of using it.
2. The Author guarantees
-

2.1. That he possess exclusive rights to
2.2. That
been published before, excluding the cases
of prepresented by the Author in accordance with
the actual Contract, does not violate the
rights of third parties, and that it contains
all references to the quoted author and/or
materials, in compliance with the
legislation;
2.4. That Author received all necessary
permissions to use the date, which is
which the Author do not have exclusive
rights;
contain any information, which cannot be
published in media in accordance with the
legislation of Russian Federation, and that

-

work (paper) will not lead to disclosure of
secret (confidential) information, including
state secret.
3.1. To publish the preresources;

dies, and include the
parts of the texts of paper in research
volumes or educational collections and
programs, which are used within the
corporate network of organization which
employs Author; but nor for the systematic
commercial spread;
3.3. To photocopy and circulate to
(paper) published in Journal, for scientific
or educational purposes.
https://qr.urfu.ru/
work (paper) in accordance with the rules
of Publisher, available via the official web
site https://qr.urfu.ru/, and printed in the
Journal itself;
4.2. To perform actions required to finalize
for publication in Journal, in accordance
with the requests of Publisher and in terms,
established by Publisher, including reading
reviews of paper in time, scientific editing,
technical and stylistic corrections, making
changes in the text and approving them,
and confirmation of the final version of
paper for publication;
different journals and media, and, in case of
-

work (paper) was published in Journal for
the first time;
4.4. To comply to ethical norms, established
official site of Journal.
5.1. To produce additional print of journal
5.2. To publish information or advertising
messages in mass media and/or social

media, which contain the information
(paper) or corresponding issue of Journal;
5.3. To establish rules of publication of
to make a decision about publication or
ref
for the Publisher (and, in particular, the
Editorial Board of Journal). Publisher has
no obligation to provide additional
explanations for the motives of decision
and to establish exchange of letters with
Author. T
be declined at any stage of its preparation,
or right at the moment of its submission.
The Publisher informs Author of refusal by
means of e-mail, or by means of a postal
rk (paper) to
one or more reviewers to receive positive
(paper), as well as necessity to make
changes in the text.
5.4. To do technical and literature changes
is not changing the principal scientific
5.5. To provide scientific editing changes of
6. Obligations of Publisher

-

(paper), Publisher provides its reviewing,
editing, production of an original ??,
printing and circulation;

(paper), and of the final variation of
publication;

7. Publisher guarantees
(paper) in
publications;

preparation

of

other

work (paper) to third parties, excluding the
in compliance with the point 6.1 of the
actual Contract.
8. The regime of making, changing and
breaking the Contract

8.1

8.1. All changes that Publisher might make
in the actual Contract are put in effect since
14 (Fourteen) days after making such
changes and publication of the text of
https://qr.urfu.ru/
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disagreement with the conditions, Author
has the right to send Publisher a written
notification of refusal of Contract prior to
the moment when the changes are put in
effect. Should Author not send a written
notification of disagreement prior to the
moment when a new Contract is put in
effect, the changes are considered to be
accepted, and Contract continue to be valid
with the changes made.
8.2

8.2. Author agrees with the processing of
his personal data, which is included in
.

8.3

web site of Journal.
8.3. The actual Contract could be broken in
the following cases:
1) by agreement of both Sides but prior to
Journal, by means of exchanging of
corresponding letters, which could be made
in digital form. The letters had to be send to
e-mail address, which is stated by Author as
contact e-

official e-mail which is stated in the actual
Contract;
2) by Publisher i
(paper) fails to meet the demands published
:
https://qr.urfu.ru/ojs/index.php/qr/about/submissi
ons#guidelines

official
web
site
of
Publisher:
https://qr.urfu.ru/ojs/index.php/qr/about/s
ubmissions#guidelines, and/or cannot be
published due to other reasons, as well as in
the case of refusal in publication of
point 5.3. of actual Contract. However, in
this case Publisher is obliged to send
written notification of breaking the actual
work (paper);
3) by Author, in case when Publisher fails
years. In this case, Author has to send a
written notification of breaking the
contract to Publisher;
4) by other ways, as stated by legislation of
Russian Federation.
9. Responsibility

9
9

9

9

9.1. For the failure to comply with the
condition of actual Contract, the Sides are
bearing responsibility in accordance with
the legislation of Russian Federation;
9.2. Author solely bears all responsibility to
comply
with
the
legislation
on
advertisement, securing copyrights and
related rights, protection of customers.
Publisher is not bearing responsibility for
reliability and accurateness of data
9.3. The Sides are freed from the
responsibility for violating the conditions
of Contract should such violence be caused
by force majeure, including the actions of
power bodies (like issuing legislative acts),
natural disasters, lack of electric energy,

-

other disturbances in wok of electronic
communication means, strikes, civil unrest,
and all other extraordinary circumstances
that could affect the fulfillment of Contract
by the Sides.
10. Steeling the Disputes
10.1. By means of negotiation, in
accordance with the legislation of Russian
Federation;
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10.2. Should any disputes remain unsettled,
the dispute has to be resolved in the court
by location of Publisher, in accordance with
the legislation of Russian Federation.
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11. Concluding Points

11
11

iOS, Android,
Microsoft

11.1. Under «Written form», «Letter»,
«Message», «Notification» and so on, the
actual Contract means the transfer of
corresponding
information,
letter,
notification and so on either by means of
postal service or directly to Publisher, by
any means of digital communication
(computer programs, applications on the
base of iOS, Android, Microsoft, and the
other application and/or tools of digital
connection allowing to send and receive
text messages and electronic documents,
including the special digital form at
-mails
addresses of Publisher and Author. All
messages and letters received from Author
and Publisher through the mentioned
communication channels are considered to
be sent by Author and Publisher
respectively, if the other was not stated
directly.
11.2. The applicable right of the actual
Contract is Russian right.
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11.3. The actual Contract is written in
Russian and English languages. In case of
discrepancy of Russian and English

versions of the Contract, Russian version is
considered to be prevailing.
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